
 

Buzz Bee Toys - 2020 Products 
 

AIR WARRIORS DART BLASTERS 
 

● Air Warriors Sling Shot [MSRP $4.99; Ages 6+]: Aim for your targets with unmatched 
precision using the Air Warriors Sling Shot by Buzz Bee Toys! The best part? This sling 
shot blaster is so easy to use! Just pull back on the elastic band, aim, and release your 
dart. Score one for the winning team using its long distance darts - you’ll be able sling 
your shot far! 

○ Additional Notes: Includes blaster and 6 long distance darts. Available at Dollar 
General and Target. 

 
● Air Warriors Light Master [MSRP $9.99; Ages 6+]: Never lose sight of your target with 

the Air Warriors Light Master by Buzz Bee Toys! Night battles are now made easy using 
its rail light, which activates once attached to its rail. The rail light is also 
interchangeable across other dart blasters with rails. Plus, catch the competition from 
far away with blasting power up to 100 feet! 

○ Additional Notes: Includes blaster, 8 long distance darts, rail light, and 8 count 
dart clip.  

 
● Air Warriors Exterminator [MSRP $14.99; Ages 6+]: Blast the competition at rapid speed 

using the Air Warriors Exterminator by Buzz Bee Toys! Blast darts up too 100 feet 
continuously using a flip clip. When one 10 count clip runs out, flip it around for another - 
so you’ll never miss a shot! Adjust this blaster to your liking with a detachable shoulder 
stock and barrel, and take it on the move. 

○ Additional Notes: Includes blaster, 20 long distance darts, flip clip, screw in 
barrel, and removable shoulder stock. 
 

● Air Warriors Sidewinder [MSRP $19.99; Ages 6+]: The Air Warriors Sidewinder by Buzz 
Bee Toys keeps your opponent in check with rapid fire, pump action dart blasting. It 
features a dart drum that can hold 30 darts and send them up to 100 feet! You won’t 
miss a beat with this blaster that will save you from the constant need to re-load. Just 
jump right into the action and push the pump handle forward to advance a dart into the 
barrel and pull the handle back to launch the dart. The faster you pump, the faster the 
darts will go! 

○ Additional Notes: Includes dart blaster, dart drum, left and right drum holders and 
30 long distance suction darts.  

 
● Air Warriors Power Mech [MSRP $24.99; Ages 6+]: Suit up for long distance and rapid 

fire dart blasting using the Air Warriors Power Mech by Buzz Bee Toys! With its 
motorized rotating barrel, you’ll be ready for fast-paced action. Take advantage of the 
fully automatic power by squeezing the trigger for continuous blasting and fire 20 darts 
in eight seconds! 



 

○ Additional Notes: Includes dart blaster and 20 long distance darts. Requires 
batteries (not included).  

 
● Air Warriors Demolisher [MSRP $24.99; Ages 6+]:  Take down your target with the Air 

Warriors Demolisher by Buzz Bee Toys. Featuring automatic, high speed blasting power, 
you’ll be able to launch darts farther and faster than before. Fire 15 darts in six seconds 
with this blaster! With the loaded clip in place, pull the handle part-way to start the motor 
and watch the barrel spin. Take aim and pull back the handle all the way to launch a dart, 
or for continuous dart blasting action, just hold back the handle! The Demolisher will let 
you stay on the move by carrying with the shoulder strap and keep the competition on 
their toes as you use the motorized barrel to send darts up to 100 feet!  

○ Additional Notes: Includes dart blaster with 20 long distance darts, 15 count dart 
clip, and shoulder strap.  

 
THE WALKING DEAD DART BLASTERS 
 

● The Walking Dead Andrea’s Rifle [MSRP $14.99, Ages 6+]: Put yourself in your favorite 
Walking Dead character’s shoes with this clip fed, bolt action dart blaster by Buzz Bee 
Toys! With a detachable scope you’ll be able to see walkers from afar, and will never 
have to get too close with blasting power up to 100 feet! 

○ Additional Notes: Includes blaster, scope, 8 long distance darts, and an 8 count 
dart clip. Available at Target. 
 

● The Walking Dead Rick’s Shotgun [MSRP $14.99; Ages 6+]: Using its side by side 
double shot barrel, put your game plan into action with The Walking Dead Rick’s Shotgun 
by Buzz Bee Toys! With realistic break action and shell ejection, target the undead from 
Rick’s point of view as he slays the enemies - plus, you can store extra ammo in the 
secret storage compartment! 

○ Additional Notes: Includes dart blaster, 6 long distance darts, and 4 shells.  
 

● The Walking Dead Dwight’s Crossbow [MSRP $19.99, Ages 6+]: Dwight's Crossbow by 
Buzz Bee Toys is a stealth blaster of choice when joining Rick Grimes and his team - the 
clip-fed dart blaster is great for sneak attacks! Lock and load the 10 count dart clip into 
your crossbow, use the scope to aim, and rise above the undead. With the ability to blast 
up to 100 feet, this blaster guarantees taking out walkers from a safe distance.  

○ Additional Notes: Includes blaster, 10 long distance darts, one scope, and one 10 
count dart clip.  

 
ADVENTURE FORCE BY BUZZ BEE TOYS DART BLASTERS  
 

● Adventure Force Springfire by Buzz Bee Toys [MSRP $4.97; Ages 8+]: The Adventure 
Force Springfire by Buzz Bee Toys lets you see the action. With blasting power up to 80 



 

feet and pull back capabilities for spring dart blasting combat, build your ultimate 
defense and become unstoppable! 

○ Additional Information: Includes blaster and 4 long distance darts. Available 
exclusively at Walmart. 

 
● Adventure Force Battle Blazer by Buzz Bee Toys [MSRP $9.97; Ages 8+]: Hit your target 

with the Adventure Force Battle Blazer by Buzz Bee Toys and stop your opponent in their 
tracks. Assemble your adjustable shell belt and load it into your blaster, pull back on the 
slide, and blast your dart up to 80 feet! This blaster’s dart belt allows for continuous 
action as well! 

○ Additional Information: Includes blaster, 12 long distance darts, and a 12 shell 
adjustable belt. Available exclusively at Walmart.  

 
● Adventure Force Rebel Mech by Buzz Bee Toys [MSRP $19.97; Ages 8+]: Defeat the 

enemy with the Adventure Force Rebel Mech by Buzz Bee Toys - fire 20 darts in eight 
seconds with a motorized, fully automatic, rapid fire blaster! Complete with a 30 count 
dart drum clip and blasts up to 100 feet, the Rebel Mech is a relentless pick to battle 
anyone with confidence and ease.  

○ Additional Information: Includes dart blaster, 30 long distance darts, and 30 
count dart drum clip. Available exclusively at Walmart.  
 

● Adventure Force Double Fire by Buzz Bee Toys [MSRP $9.99; Ages 8+]: The Adventure 
Force Double Fire by Buzz Bee Toys is a twin barrel dart blaster featuring hinge action 
loading and a dual-stage trigger, blasting darts up to 80 feet! Gently pull the trigger to 
launch a single dart before pulling all the way to release a second, or pull the trigger all 
the way from the start for double-amo action. Attach a side saddle dart holder to either 
side for extra ammo.  

○ Additional Information: Includes dart blaster, dart holder, and 6 long distance 
darts. Available exclusively at Walmart.  

 
WATER BLASTERS 
 

● Water Warriors Kwik Splash 2 Pack [MSRP $4.99; Ages 4+]: The Water Warriors Kwik 
Splash 2 Pack by Buzz Bee Toys provides twice as much water-blasting fun with every 
squeeze of the trigger. With two blasters streaming water up to 25 feet, the Kwik Splash 
2 Pack is the perfect pick for a spontaneous water war. 

○ Additional Notes: Includes 2 Kwik Splash Blasters. Available in assorted colors.  
 

● Water Warriors Steady Stream X [MSRP $9.97; Ages 4+]: The Water Warriors Steady 
Stream X by Buzz Bee Toys is a continuous stream water blaster that allows for longer, 
stronger soaking power. Holding up to 30 ounces of water with blasting capabilities up 
to 38 feet, you can be sure to drench your target near or far!  

 



 

● Adventure Force Triton [MSRP $9.97; Ages 4+]: For a long-lasting stream equipped with 
blasting power, try the Adventure Force Triton by Buzz Bee Toys and strike enemies from 
up to 38 feet away. Holding up to 30 ounces of water, you’ll be sending your opponent to 
the showers with this water blaster!  

○ Additional Notes: Available exclusively at Walmart.  
 

● Adventure Force Poseidon [MSRP $19.97; Ages 8+]: Gear up for battle with the 
Adventure Force Poseidon by Buzz Bee Toys. Blast water up to 38 feet with a steady 
stream from a huge capacity tank of up to 90 ounces of water for maximum soaking 
power. Your target is sure to be drenched before they can retaliate! 

○ Additional Notes: Available exclusively at Walmart.  
 

● Adventure Force Tsunami Drencher [MSRP $14.97; Ages 8+]: The Adventure Force 
Tsunami Drencher by Buzz Bee Toys is perfect for any water warrior aiming for long 
distance soaking. This power pump water blaster can hold up to 30 ounces of water 
before streaming up to 51 feet in the air! Your enemy can kiss staying dry goodbye.  

○ Additional Notes: Available exclusively at Walmart.  
 
 


